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General Increases

•0.75% in year 1
•0.75% in year 2
•1.00% in year 3
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Structural Revisions
- Match the Lecturer salary scale to that of Assistant Professor
- Increase the Floor and Maximum at the Assistant Professor, 

Lecturer, Instructor I, Assistant Librarian, General Librarian 
(essentially all the junior ranks) by 4.5% so that the maximum 
at the Assistant Professor rank is closely aligned with the 50th

percentile of the U15 for this rank.
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Structural Revisions
- Increase the Floor and Maximum for the Professor, Associate 

Professor, Senior Instructor, Instructor II, Librarian and 
Associate Librarian ranks by 7% so that the maximum of the 
Associate Professor rank is also closely aligned with the 50th

percentile salary of the U15 and the Professor rank is closely 
aligned with the 25th percentile salary of the U15.

- The Increments and Threshold will adjust by the GSI annually
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Revised Salary Scale



U15 50th Percentile is $ 114,330

Current Scale Proposed Scale

11
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Additional Changes

- Hard Cap at maximum for increments
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Additional Changes

- Hard Cap at maximum for increments
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Additional Changes

- No longer look to future year to 
determine eligibility for an increment
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Additional Changes

- Market Stipend changes
- No reduction in remuneration
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Additional Changes

- Market Stipend changes
- For new or increased market stipends, 

prorate amount for all existing members 
not just those hired in the last 3 years
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Additional Changes

- Market Stipend changes
- Clarify that market stipends can apply to 

specific disciplines/areas of study and 
are not required to be given to the entire 
Department.
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Additional Changes

- Market Stipend changes
- Market Stipend pool will increase from 

$600,000 to be 2% of UMFA payroll
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Offer Recap

1) 3 year deal with 0.75%, 0.75% and 1% general increases
2) Structural revisions increasing the minimum and maximum by 4.5% or 7% 

depending on the rank.
3) The implementation of a hard cap at the maximum for performance increments
4) Ending the practice of using the future years’ salary schedule to determine the 

increment eligibility.
5) changes to market stipends:

- including a guarantee of no reduction in remuneration if market stipends are 
reduced or eliminated

- The ability to prorate market stipends for all existing UMFA members when a 
new market stipend is implemented

- a larger pool of funds that is tied to a percentage of UMFA payroll so it will 
scale over time
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